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JAMES HAS A BAD DAY – MATHS KS4 

OVERVIEW AND CURRICULUM LINKS 

This workshop uses a presentation to follow an aquarist through their working day at the Deep, pausing 

to do the mathematical problems any aquarist must do. For the aquarist at work this is all mental 

mathematics, in the workshop there are calculators and formula sheets to help any who need them.  

OBJECTIVES 

 Use existing mathematical knowledge to create solutions to real life problems 

 

 Apply suitable mathematics accurately outside the classroom 

LEARNING SESSION CONTENT 

During the presentation the students will pause 6 times and calculate: the volume of a one third change 

of water in a cylindrical tank, the amount of salt needed to make a volume of fresh water salty enough, 

the flow rate per day and the number of days a filter can be used for based on this, the volume in ml of 

medicine solution required to medicate in a small tub, the time needed to allow temperature to rise to a 

given value after two readings have been taken and finally the volume of water needed to fill one third 

of a rectangular tank. The students will need to write down information as the presentation progresses, 

in order to be able to do the problems. 

The help sheet gives formulae for working out tank volumes and the area of a circle. It also gives 

conversion from g to mg, a reminder about hours and days and information about solutions. 

This workshop gives an accurate insight using real data into the use of mathematics in a genuine 

working day. It requires the students to attempt to solve the problems, given the data needed but no 

method. The level of difficulty can be reduced by calculators and the help sheet. 

For able students who can move through the presentation very quickly further work is available using a 

data sheet. These are further genuine problems an aquarist may need to solve, again using real data. 

 

 


